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ANIMAL TRAP INFORMATION
IMPORTANT TRAP GUIDELINES








Traps must be checked at least once a day.
Traps cannot be loaned to neighbors or friends. They must remain on your property in Mundelein.
When an animal is trapped, telephone (847) 968-4600 and advise the dispatcher as soon as possible.
DO NOT release any animal after it is caught. (State and Federal Conservation Laws)
Most trapped animals will be euthanized. (Illinois Department of Natural Resources Laws)
Keep children and pets away from the trap to prevent injury.
Prior to returning equipment, remove bait and debris and rinse out with water.

SETTING INSTRUCTIONS
1. While facing trap entrance, push upside-down U-shaped bar (with spring attached to the bottom) against trap
door.
2. Raise trap door to top.
3. Locate activator bar, which runs horizontally across the top inside portion of the trap and is bent down slightly in
the middle. Adjust the bent portion of this bar to fit under the raised tab on the door.
4. This will raise the metal pan located on the bottom, inside, rear portion of the trap. Carefully place bait on the
floor of the trap between the metal pan and the back wall. Place the trap near animal hole or area where the
animal activity has been identified.
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BAITING TIPS
Cat ................................................... Fish, meat, canned cat food
Gopher ............................................ Peanut butter, bread
Possum............................................ Raw bacon, vegetables, fruit, fish, other meats
Rabbit .............................................. Cabbage, carrots, lettuce, bread, peanuts
Raccoon .......................................... Raw bacon, fish, corn, fruit, marshmallows
Skunk .............................................. Raw Bacon, chicken entrails, fish, vegetables, fruit, and peanut butter
Woodchuck/Groundhog ................. Lettuce, peas, beans, corn
Please return trap to 221 North Lake Street no later than
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at 10:00 AM.

